
Floral Menu 
 

Bridal Bouquets 
Every bridal bouquet is hand-designed at our floral studio using a mixture of bespoke floral stems, textured accents, and a wide variety of 

foliage’s specially chosen upon your style preference to create luxurious bouquets, regardless of sizing chosen.   

12" Elegant Bridal Bouquet | $145 

15" Ultra Lush Bridal Bouquet | $165 

18" Statement Bridal Bouquet | $185 

 

Bridesmaid Bouquets 
Our bridesmaids’ bouquets are essentially, miniature versions of the bridal bouquet description. Our 7” is suggested for junior bridesmaids 

or as a toss bouquet. Our 9” is suggested for adult bridal party members.  

7" Elegant Bridesmaid Bouquet | $50 

9" Ultra Lush Bridesmaid Bouquet | $60 

 

Other Accessories 
Boutonnieres | price varies 
All boutonnieres are intricate and multi-layered. We design our bout sets slightly mix-matched but coordinated.   

Pin-On Style | $12 

Magnetic Style | $15 
 

Floral Corsages | $25 
Petite florals and accents are carefully layered on a wristlet. 

 

Hair Accessories 
Floral Combs | $20 
A comb includes two or three petite blooms with accents tucked for texture. Suggested for soft up-dos or even hairstyles that 

are partially pulled back. A comb can also be placed right above the veil! 
 

Light and Dainty Floral Crown | $50 
This crown has an airy amount of blooms and accents. You can expect to see some of the branch-like crown with this style. 

 

Ultra-Lush Floral Crown | $65 
This crown is fully filled with blooms and accents tucked around the crown for a more dense and lush appearance when worn.   

 

Centerpieces & Flower Garlands 
Each floral arrangement comes standard designed in a high-luster plastic silver or gold vessel. Mercury glass vessel options available for 

upgrade. Our centerpieces come fully designed, ready to decorate right out of the box.   

9-inch Elegant | $55 
This centerpiece is suggested for accenting cocktail tables or used on small tables needing a floral touch without being 

overpowering to other décor potentially being used. 

 

12-inch Lush | $95 
This centerpiece is suggested for traditional round or square tables, as this arrangement is prominent in size with lush blooms, 

accents, and foliage’s to create a visually eye-catching middle-space masterpiece for your guests to enjoy. 

 

15-inch Statement | $125 
This centerpiece overflowing with a wide variety of stems to create lots of texture and dimension. We suggest this for tables that 

you desire to create a bold and beautiful impression such as welcoming tables, family-focused, or sweetheart tables. 

 

5.5-6 Foot Flower Garland | $125 
We offer our standard flower garlands in this length using a mix of foliage’s and then hand-tie coordinating flowers and accents 

to lush out and decorate the strands.  

 

 C U S T O M  D E S I G N  


